PART & CARTON LABELING GUNS
IDEAL FOR PART CODING AND DATING

FULL 2 YEAR WARRANTY
Easy-to-read stamped bands with dial control.

SIMPLE AS 1-2
1. Squeeze trigger and printed label projects from tip of gun.
2. Roll tip of gun across surface to be labeled.
Self-correcting feed mechanism makes labeler virtually impossible to jam.

2 MODELS AVAILABLE

MODEL 22-7
SINGLE-LINE LABELER
7 Characters
This 7 character, single-line labeler, is a quick, easy, and affordable method of solving traceability problems.

Part No. 22-7
1 ......................... $58.50 ea.
2+ ...................... $56.00 ea.

Spare Ink Assembly
Part No. 31596 ............... $6.25 ea.

MODEL 25-99
DOUBLE-LINE LABELER
18 Characters, slug not available
For parts or boxes that require more information, this 18 character (nine characters per line) two-line labeler is the ideal choice.

Part No. 25-99 ............ $94.50 ea.

Spare Ink Assembly (Black Labeling Gun - new style)
Part No. 31596 ............... $6.25 ea.

Spare Ink Assembly (Blue Labeling Gun - old style)
Part No. 31852 ............... $6.25 ea.

SAMPLE LABEL
(Actual Size Shown, 22mm x 12mm)

91995 3
Date manufactured: 9/19/95

Sample Label

Part No. 2212WU (white)
(1225 labels/roll, 9 rolls/sleeve)
1-4 sleeves ........... $9.70/sleeve
5+ sleeves .......... 9.30/sleeve
Each sleeve includes 1 replacement ink cartridge.

STAMPED BAND LAYOUT

MODEL 2516WU (white)
(1000 labels/roll, 8 rolls/sleeve)
1-4 boxes .......... $10.35/sleeve
5+ boxes .......... 9.40/sleeve
Each sleeve includes 1 replacement ink cartridge.

TOP BAND LAYOUT
(Bottom Bands use similar layout)